30th ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

SAVE 20%
Available for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

DWM 4500 HIGH SHEAR TWIN-SHAFT MIXER

Mixer Specs:
- Output capacity: 4.0 yd³ (3.0 m³)
- Dry Filling Capacity: 6.0 yd³ (4.5 m³)
- Mixer drive motors: 2x 75 hp (55 kW)
- Mixing arms & shovels: 20
- Shaft cleaning rings: 18

Mixer Charging/Discharge:
- 4 CY true output/batch
- Aggregate inlet
- 4 admixture inlets
- Integrated cement scale
- Integrated water scale
- Hydraulic discharge gate

Additional features:
- Air filter bag
- Mixer cover with cleaning doors and inspection hatch
- Hydraulic drive motor
- Automatic greasing system
- OSHA safety limit switches
- WicoDur 4000 wear liner plates (harder than Ni-Hard)
- Emergency manual hydraulic pump for opening discharge gate
- Automatic mixer cleaning system available
- Factory made and mounted mixer platform
- Mixer service control panel on platform for cleaning/maintenance including All-pole LOTO disconnect
- Layout Approval Drawing included

Designed for installation of optional factory-made components:
- Support structure (columns) including stairs and railings
- Maintenance platform at the water and cement scale level
- Designed for conveyor at aggregate inlet
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